HONORING TOMORROW’S COMMUNICATION LEADERS

The two best days for our faculty are the day that new students come into the Department - bright with expectation and a little uncertain; and the day that they graduate — self-assured, accomplished young adults, ready to take on the practical and moral demands of a professional in the field of communication. We can only imagine that your pride in your graduate’s accomplishments far outweighs ours.

As they enter a new and exciting phase in life, we anticipate hearing more about their accomplishments in the diverse fields where NCSU Communication graduates will make their mark.

Because the Department of Communication faculty is excited about the future of our graduates we have developed a program to recognize their NCSU tenure in a permanent way. In keeping with the NC State tradition of commemorative bricks, we have created a Communication Walk of Honor, directly in front of Winston Hall where Communication students take most of their classes. Each brick can carry an honoree’s name, date of graduation, and a brief sentiment. We hope eventually to have hundreds of bricks carrying our graduates’ names forward in NC State history.

We invite you to express your pride in your graduate by participating in our Communication Walk of Honor. All proceeds from the sale of bricks directly benefit the Communication Department and our students. For more information about this program please go to www.chass.ncsu.edu/bricks

Congratulations on the graduation of your loved one from the Department of Communication at NC State.

Dr. Kenneth Zagacki
Head, Department of Communication
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Dr. Kenneth Zagacki
Head, Department of Communication

Recognition of Scholastic Achievement
Outstanding Undergraduate Student Award
Dr. Jessica Jameson
Associate Head, Department of Communication

Graduating Seniors’ Award for Outstanding Teacher
Miss Chelsea Ellefson
President, Lambda Pi Eta, Beta Chapter

Presentation of the Graduates
Dr. Kenneth Zagacki
Dr. Victoria Gallagher
Associate Dean, College of Humanities and Social Sciences
Dr. Stephen B. Crafts Wiley
Director, Communication, Rhetoric and Digital Media Doctoral Program
Dr. Melissa Johnson
Director, Communication MS Graduate Program
Dr. Edward Funkhouser
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Graduate Speaker
Miss Meghnaa Tallapragada

Closing Remarks
Dr. Kenneth Zagacki
The Department of Communication would like to thank our generous donors for providing the following scholarships for our undergraduate students:

- C.A. Dillon, Jr. Scholarship
- Charlotte Ann Elleman Outstanding Clinician Award
- Joe S. Epley Scholarship
- Kara Ruth Medlin Scholarship
- Long, Javidi, Prospects and PRSSA Scholarship
- Nancy and Melinda Snow Scholarship
- Norman and Wally Ausley Scholarship
- Rebecca and Ruth Leonard Scholarship
- William G. Franklin Scholarship

These faculty and staff have helped to make this a successful semester:

**Department of Communication Administrative Team**
- Kenneth Zagacki – Head
- Melissa Johnson – Associate Head, Undergraduate Programs
- Stephen B. Crofts Wiley – Director, Communication, Rhetoric and Digital Media Doctoral Program
- Sandra Stallings – Director, Undergraduate Advising

**Professors**
- David Berube; L. Raymond Camp, Emeritus;
- Victoria Gallagher; William Jordan, Emeritus;
- Joann Keyton; Charles A. Parker, Emeritus;
- Robert Schrag; Craig Allen Smith;
- Kenneth Zagacki

**Associate Professors**
- Kelly Albada; Patricia Caple, Emeritus;
- Deanna Dannels; Daniel DeJoy;
- Edward Funkhouser; Jessica Jameson;
- Melissa Johnson; William Kinsella;
- James Kiwanuka-Tondo;
- Rebecca Leonard, Emeritus; Jeremy Packer;
- Burton L. Russell, Emeritus; Sarah Stein;
- Stephen B. Crofts Wiley

**Lecturers**
- James Alchediak; Anita Croasmun;
- Jan Crump; Brian Graves; Ryan Hurley;
- Robert Larson; Julie Mayberry; Dean Phillips;
- Sandra Stallings; Mindy Sopher; Jodi Wahba

**Graduate Teaching Assistants**
- Siobhan Alvarez; Caitlin Baker;
- Jamie Buning; Jennifer Caputo; Jacob Dickerson; Fernanda Duarte;
- Frances Rong Fu; Kristen Gossett;
- Aliyah Hakima; Eva Hardy; Joshua Henderson; Jerrod Johnson; Jason Kalin;
- Suman Kanal; Meagan Kittle;
- Alastair Knowles; Stephen Larson;
- Tingting Liu; Surah London; Kate Maddalena;
- Kelly Martin; Ryan McGrady; Matt Morain;
- Brandi Moyer; Seth Mulliken; Shari Oliver;
- Kathleen Oswald; Katarina Pamatn; Divya Ramamurthi; Josh Reeves; Dan Sutko;
- Jeff Swift; Nick Temple; Meredith Towery;
- Jennifer Ware; Gabriel Wright; Corrina Yerke

**Ph.D. in COMMUNICATION, RHETORIC & DIGITAL MEDIA**
- Shaun Cashman
- Anna Turnage

**MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMMUNICATION**
- Neha Chhabra
- Zack Holt Jackson
- Meghnna Tallapragada
- Heather Ashley Wiesing

**DEPARTMENTAL UNDERGRADUATE HONORS PROGRAM**
- Sara Katherine Nussbacher

**BACHELOR OF ARTS**
- **Summer I**
  - Kelsey Dakin Osman
  - Ashley Noll Marie Chorba
  - Kimberly Michele Costanza**
  - Sarah Elizabeth Davis
  - Andrea Nicole Grieser**
  - Jennifer Irene Hensley
  - Julia Birgitta Howie
  - Kalynn Nicole Hubbard
  - Molly T. Inman**
  - Shawnette Lawawn Jenkins-Price-Lucas

- **Summer II**
  - Muna H. Ali Atiyeh**
  - Clarice Ann Hundemark Baracca
  - Caroline McCall Barfield
  - Kristine Lee Bechtoldt
  - Lauren Elizabeth Carr
  - Robert M. Chaney
  - Natalie E. Chetney
  - Ashley Marie Chorba
  - Kimberly Michele Costanza**
  - Sarah Elizabeth Davis
  - Andrea Nicole Grieser**
  - Jennifer Irene Hensley
  - Julia Birgitta Howie
  - Kalynn Nicole Hubbard
  - Molly T. Inman**
  - Shawnette Lawawn Jenkins-Price-Lucas

**Public & Interpersonal Communication Concentration (LCC)**
- Muna H. Ali Atiyeh**
- Clarice Ann Hundemark Baracca
- Caroline McCall Barfield
- Kristine Lee Bechtoldt
- Lauren Elizabeth Carr
- Robert M. Chaney
- Natalie E. Chetney
- Ashley Marie Chorba
- Kimberly Michele Costanza**
- Sarah Elizabeth Davis
- Andrea Nicole Grieser**
- Jennifer Irene Hensley
- Julia Birgitta Howie
- Kalynn Nicole Hubbard
- Molly T. Inman**
- Shawnette Lawawn Jenkins-Price-Lucas

**Communication Disorders Concentration (LCD)**
- Heidi Virginia Sullivan

**Communication Media Concentration (LCM)**
- Courtney Elizabeth Abraham
- Jacqueline Marie Bates**
- Christine Michelle Copper
- John Pierre Craig Jr.
- Joseph Philip Crutchfield**
- Patrick S. Davis
- Augustus Green Elliott IV**
- Sarah Ann Hardin

**Public Relations/Organizational Communication Concentration (LCP)**
- Rana Samah Alawar
- Thomas Wilkens Allison
- Stewart Aabub* Carie Sheah Blankenship
- Christine M. Bordenave
- Berkeley Christina Brock**
- Lauren Elizabeth Brothers**

**Assistant Professors**
- Andrew Binder; Elizabeth Craig;
- Adriana de Souza e Silva; Kami Kosenko;
- Jessica Moore; Nancy Snow, Emeritus;
- Richard Waters

**Basic Course Directors**
- Christina Moss; Cynthia Zuckerman-Hyman